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Let L be a formally selfadjoint third order linear ordinary differential operator defined on [r, x ) . Using a method of Fedorjuk, asymptotic formulas are found for the solutions of Ly = iσy, σ^O. These formulas are used to determine the deficiency index of L when L has polynomial coefficients. As a consequence, the deficiency index is determined for values of the parameters involved for which it has not previously been determined.
Introduction.
The general form of a third order formally selfadjoint linear ordinary differential operator L can be written [4, Ch. 1, §1.5] . We have assumed sufficient differentiability on the coefficients so that the Dunford and Schwartz form can be written in the form (1) .) Unsworth [12] The purpose of the present article is to obtain by the method of Fedorjuk [6] asymptotic formulas for the solutions of Ly = iσy, σ^ 0, and to apply these formulas to finding the deficiency index of L for the case b 2 (x)=l, b ι (x)= ax a , αi( c) = bx β , a o (x) = cx y . Although Fedorjuk applied his method only to even order operators, it can be used for odd order operators as well. Shirikyan [11] applied the Fedorjuk method to a certain class of odd order operators. It turns out that the Fedorjuk method applied to the above case yields the deficiency index for values of the parameters different from Unsworth and Pfeiffer. It is known that, except for a first order operator, a differential operator of order n cannot have deficiency index (n,p) or (p, n), where p < n. (See Atkinson [1] or , [8] .) Further, for an operator of order n = 2v-l it is known that the deficiency numbers n+ and n_ satisfy the inequalities v ^ n+^2v -1, v ~ 1 ^ n_ 2 v -1, or the same inequalities with n+ and n_ interchanged. (See   369   370 RICHARD C. GILBERT Everitt [5] or .) It follows that the deficiency indices (2, 1) , (1, 2) , (2, 2) and (3, 3) , obtained in this paper and by Unsworth and Pfeiffer, are the only possible deficiency indices for a third order operator.
2.
Asymptotic formulas for the solutions of JLy = iσy. We shall make the following assumptions on the coefficients α 0 , a u b u b 2 of L. The need for the various assumptions will be seen as we go along.
In all that follows in this article, it will be necessary in various places to require that x is sufficiently large. We shall therefore assume once and for all that x 0 is chosen so large that if x ^ x 0 , then x is sufficiently large in all places where this is needed. We shall also often omit the stipulation x ^ x 0 when it is clear from the context that this is needed.
ASSUMPTION IV. b 2 and b\laψ are absolutely integrable on [r, oo). Let
Here σ is a real constant, σ?^0. Let
where if z = pe lβ , -π < θ ^ ir, then we take z" 3 = p l/3 e' β/3 . Then, An essential part of the Fedorjuk method is that we should have (12) and | a o (x) | -> °° might be true. In order to explain the remaining assumptions in I and II, let us note that if (10) and (11) [2, p. 26] , for x ^ x 0 , (8) has three distinct roots η k (jc), k = 1,2,3 which are given by the formula
(20)
where C k is a small circle around η ok . r] k (x) is continuously differentiable, and
We have that h v (η k (x),x)^0, and that η k (x)^0, for x ^ χ 0 . From (6) one sees that (7) has for x ^ x 0 , three distinct continuously differentiable nonzero roots λ k (x) given by (b'tf/al*, (a'oYlal 13 , b\\aψ, b"[\aψ, a'[laψ, &'ί/α 0 , b"{la A £, a' ^aT are all absolutely integrable on [r, <*>). ASSUMPTION VI. For each pair /, fc, one of the following is true:
Using Assumptions I-VI, it is now possible to obtain asymptotic formulas for the solutions of the equation (24) Ly = iσy.
Let w be the column vector with components HΊ = y, w 2 =y\ w 3 = ίb 2 y"+ tfiy'. (24) is then equivalent to the system
The eigenvalues of A(x) are the roots of (7), i.e., λ k (jc), k = 1,2,3. Let us now make the transformation
where z is a column vector with components z u z 2 , z 3 , and T o and T 2 are matrices to be determined, and E is the identity matrix. Then, (25) becomes 
Then, for x ^ x 0 ,
We note that
where Pj{x) and θ,{x) are chosen so that lim x^pj (x) = p Ol , and lim x -*oo #,(#)= ^0 ; . We choose that branch of log such that for x =ϊ JC 0 ,
Then, for l,iϊ χ 0 ,
Now we note that the elements (To'Tό)^ of the matrix TV To* are given for x ^ x 0 , by
We note that the Aj ]) (x) are continuous for x =Ξ x 0 . Let the matrix T 2 be defined by the equations
T 2 has been defined so that
Thus, T o and T 2 in the transformation (27) have been chosen so that for x g jc 0 , equation (28) is
We shall now show that for x ^ x 0 , B(x) exists and is continuous, and || 2? (x) || is integrable on [JC 0 , °°) To do this will require a series of lemmas whose proofs are mostly straightforward or else contained in Fedorjuk [6] and are therefore omitted. For x ^ JC 0 , let (49) A(x) = max|A ; (jc)|.
Then,
In the following, the capital letters C and D denote suitably chosen positive constants.
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LEMMA 10. |F Ax (A ; (x),x)|g Cλ\x)a(x).
LEMMA 11. \λ'/(x)\^Ca(x)λ(x).
If A = (Ay(k)")t=i is an n x n matrix, we define the norm ||Λ || by = nmaxp \A, k \. 
(x)+β(x)]/λ(x).
We note that Lemmas 16 and 17 depend on the fact that lim x _ooα(x)/λ(jc) = 0, which follows from Assumptions II and III.
LEMMA 18. ||B(JC)|| is integrable on [x o?°°) We note that Lemma 18 follows fromLemma 17, and Assumption V. It is now possible to show that (48) has three linearly independent solutions which satisfy certain specified boundary conditions at infinity. To that end, we observe that a fundamental matrix Z 0 (x 0 , x) for the homogeneous equation
is given by
we find that Z(x) is a matrix solution of (48) 
where C is an arbitrary constant matrix, and K is a linear operator on matrices U(x) such that (43) and (38), 
(x)[E + T 2 (x)][E + o(l)]Z 0 (x 0 ,x), x^x 0 .

Since [E + T 2 (x)]~1 exists by Lemma 16 and Tό ι (x) exists by (31), W(x) is a fundamental
matrix. By Lemma 14 and the fact that lim x _^ooa(x)/A(x) = 0, we see that
Let y^(x)= w u (x), k = 1,2,3, where W U (JC) is the element in the first row and fcth column of W(x). Then, by the equivalence of (24) and (25), y k is a solution of (24), and by (68) and (30), 
Asymptotic formulas for the λ k (x )
. In this section we take the coefficients of the operator L of equation (1) to be the following on the interval [I, 00 ): , then the coefficients of L given by (71)-(74) satisfy Assumptions I-V with
The proof is straightforward. We note that it is required in (74) that γ >0 and c^ 0 in order that a o (x)-^ + °° or α () (jc)-> -oo (Assumption I). The exponent γ/3 occurs in (73) in order that lim x^x a J all 3 = d (Assumption II) with the possibility that d^ 0. The inequality a < 2γ/3 is required in (72) in order that bJal /3 = o(l) (Assumption II).
, the coefficients of L given by (71)-(74) satisfy Assumptions I-VI. . Then the roots λ k (x) of (7) are given by 
where n is an integer, n ^ 4, ίΛe r JS are constants which depend on η Ok where the v js are constants which are real if η ok is real, and the functions w n +i, s (jc) and w n+2 , s (x) are bounded as JC-* -poo, if we substitute (93) into (22), we obtain for x ^ JC 0 , We now use (88), (89), (90) to calculate asymptotic expansions for each of the terms tη O k, tfif' Γ' We obtain
Substituting into (94), we obtain (76). (79) 
Jc k
This proves (80). (82)- (85) In the following we shall consider three cases. Case 1 is the case that v = 2μ, which occurs if a = -4γ/3. Case 2 is the case v>2μ, which occurs if a < -4γ/3. Case 3 is the case v < 2μ, which occurs if -4γ/3<α <2γ/3. . // η ok is real, Reλ fc (x) has the follow/ing asymptotic expansions:
2. v>2μ (i.e., a< -4γ/3).
e >0.
Case 3. i/ < 2μ (i.e., -4γ/3 < a < 2γ/3). ΓΛen,
where e > 0.
Proof. (97) and (98) follow directly from (79). If we choose n so large that nv > μ, then we also see that (99) (1 -3" 2 ), η<>2 = 2" 1 ' 3 , r/03 = 2-I/3 (l + 3" 2 ), αnrf 
The proof follows directly from Lemma 24 with calculation of μ and D in the various cases. (ii) // k = 2 and c < 0 or if k = 3 and c> 0, then f k £L 2 forσ>0 and for σ < 0.
Proof We shall give an intuitive proof which can be made precise as in Naimark [9, §23] . We have by (23) Let n+ denote the dimension of the space of solutions of Ly = iσy, x ^ r, which are in L 2 [r, oo) for σ > 0. It is known that n + is independent of σ. Let n_ denote the same number for σ < 0. We shall call n + and n_ the deficiency numbers of L, and we shall call the pair (n+, n_) the deficiency index. THEOREM . // 2γ/3 > 1, n + =n. = 2. If 2γ/3 Si, n + = 2, Proof. By Lemma 22, the coefficients of L satisfy Assumptions I-VI. By Theorem 1, Ly = iσy, x ^ 1, σ^ 0, has three linearly independent solutions y k given by (65). By Lemma 31, for c >0, y 2 E L 2 and y 3 £: L 2 for σ > 0 and for σ < 0; for c < 0, y 2 £ L 2 and y 3 E L 2 for cr > 0 and for σ < 0. By Lemma 32, if 2γ/3>l, y x E L 2 for σ >0 and for σ < 0, σ^ a 12; if 2γ/3 Si, yi E L 2 for σ > 0, and y 2 £ L 2 for σ < 0, because hΌ(η O ι) > 0. It follows that if 2γ/3 > 1, then n+-n_ = 2, and if 2γ/3Sl, then n + = 2. It also follows that if 2γ/3Sl, then n_ = 1, provided we can show that for c > 0 and σ < 0 no nontrivial linear combination of y 1 and y 3 is in L 2 , and for c < 0 and σ < 0 no nontrivial linear combination of y λ and y 2 is in L 2 . We deal with the case c >0, σ < 0; the case c < 0 and σ < 0 is similar. It is sufficient to show that y 1 Case A. Suppose 6/c'V3/2 1/) . // 2γ/3>l, n + = n_ = 3. // gl, n + = 2, n_ = 1. , -4γ/3< a <2γ/3, a^0. // 2γ/3 > 1, n + = n_ = 3. 1/ 4γ/3 -1 ^ a < 2γ/3 < 1, ίΛen n + = 2, n_ = 1.
Proof. By Lemmas 25-29, the coefficients of L satisfy Assumptions I-VI in all three cases, provided σ^ aa/2 and σ 2 ^ -2 2/3 ac* /3 /143. Hence, if we avoid these values of σ, Ly = iσy, x ^ 1, σ^ 0, has three linearly independent solutions y k given by (65). By Lemma 32 we have the following: (I) If 2γ/3 > 1 and σ^ α/2, then y l9 y 2 , y 3 E L 2 for σ > 0 and for σ < 0; (II) if 2γ/3 ^ 1, then for σ > 0, y l5 y 3 E L 2 and y 2 £ L 2 , while for or < 0, y 2 G L 2 and y 1? y 3 fέ L 2 . By (I) we see that if 2γ/3 > 1, then n + = n_ = 3 in all three cases. If 2γ/3 ^ 1, then n + = 2 and n_ = 1, provided we can show that no non-trivial linear cΘmbination of y ι and y 3 is in L 2 . Using (106), this can be proved for Case A as in the proof of Theorem 2. In Cases B and C it is necessary to use (97) . III. γ^O, α^0: (2,1). IV. 0<α^l, α>2γ/3: (2,1). V.
1< α, α > 2γ/3: (3,3) // α > 0; (2,2) i/ a < 0.
